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Dear Rudy & Erin,
Thanks for the business card of JW on my fellow soldiers standing against evil. I TIMOTHY
1:17-19.5.
The Lord is with me like a mighty Warrior, so my persecutors will stumble and not prevail.
They will fail and be thoroughly disgraced; their dishonor will never be forgotten. JEREMIAH
20:11. GREAT VERSE!!!
On 07 DEC 2018, I mailed a MOTION TO COMPEL DEFENDANTS TO ANSWER
DISCOVERY REQUESTS in my ongoing litigation against the BEAST that cost me $40 to
make and $22 to mail. It's about CORIZON HEALTH's abuses in mistakenly thinking they can
overrun an old man with abusive power of the State behind them. It's 32-pages of hard copy and

about 15 emails. It elucidates the last three months of CORIZON HEALTH INC. of
Brentwood, TN attempting to silence me in federal court about their GENOCIDE in MI.
Yesterday held a beautiful visit from my sister in arms. I ate one "BIG AZ" chicken sandwich
that had more nutrition in it than an entire day of prison food on any single day. She caught me
up on current family events and health. One of my maternal aunts who must be around 95, and
was particularly close to my mother, is doing well. My maternal great grandmother, "Grandma
Lama", lived to be 103 when I last recall seeing her as physically limited but mentally sharp.
We had an extensive discussion of family history. It appears I am 41% Scandinavian even
though there has never been mention of it at reunions where most relatives were Dutch, French
and Native American. We had an enjoyable time until it got late.
I asked my sister to send me copies of the pictures I sent you but she's been too busy with work
overload. I sent you my only copies. Please send me copies of those pictures of me in an email
like you did with the business card, if you can. Then, I can print them out myself.
I hope you are doing well in TX. The weather report said you were getting an artic blast from
the Alberta Clipper that just hit us. You and the family in AK are often in my prayers (I went
through a 5.8 in the Philippines).
HAVE A BEAUTIFUL HOLY DAY & SEASON! GOD BLESS Y'all!!! /s/ Gary M.

